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Introduction

to understand the basic structure of elementary particles we use
scattering experiments

basic object: scattering amplitude A

can be calculated systematically as an expansion of a small
parameter using the so-call Feynman diagrams
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Example: gluon amplitudes
standard method of calculating n-gluon scattering processes:

dominated by pure-gluon interactions in QCD

elementary 3pt and 4pt vertices

construct all possible Feynman diagrams, e.g. 8pt tree-level:

+ + . . .

×280 ×1680 ×32340

In total 34300 diagrams for the 8pts

complicated already for the tree level diagrams even for small
number of external legs
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History: gluon amplitude, tree-level
3pt: 1 diagram, on-shell = 0

4pt: 4 diagrams can be calculated by hand:

intermediate steps complicated but differential cross section “nice”
5pt: calculated in ’80, calculation blows up on several pages

total number: 25 = ×15 × 10
structure of the numerators, schematically:

double-propagator: (pi · pj)(pk · ε)(ε · ε)(ε · ε),
single-propagator: (pk · ε)(ε · ε)(ε · ε),

6pt: impossible by standard methods, but...
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History: gluon amplitude, tree-level, 6pt
SSC approved in 1983 (to be cancelled 10 years later) motivated the
following work
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History: gluon amplitude, tree-level, 6pt
Parke and Taylor concluded:

Indeed it was given a year later [Parke, Taylor ’86] for the MHV:

An(−−+ . . .+) =
〈12〉4

〈12〉〈23〉 . . . 〈n1〉

One line formula!
The so-called spinor-helicity formalism was introduced (reasonable
variables for massless particles) cf. [Mangano,Parke,Xu ’87]

〈ij〉 =
√
|2pi · pj |eiφij

Is there some better way to calculate?
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Example: gluon amplitudes

Important simplification at tree level:

colour ordering → stripped amplitude

Ma1...an(p1, . . . pn) =
∑
σ/Zn

Tr(taσ(1) . . . taσ(n))Mσ(p1, . . . , pn)

Mσ(pσ(1), . . . , pσ(n)) = M(p1, . . . , pn) ≡ M(1, 2, . . . n)

propagators ⇒ the only poles of Mσ

thanks to ordering the only possible poles are:

P2
ij = (pi + pi+1 + . . .+ pj−1 + pj)

2
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Pole structure

Weinberg’s theorem (one-particle unitarity): on the factorization channel

lim
P2
1j→0

M(1, 2, . . . n) =
∑
hl

ML(1, 2 . . . j , l)× 1

P2
1j

×MR(l , j + 1, . . . n)
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BCFW relations, preliminaries
[Britto, Cachazo, Feng, Witten ’05]

Reconstruct the amplitude from its poles (in complex plane)

shift in two external momenta

pi → pi + zq, pj → pj − zq

keep pi and pj on-shell, i.e.

q2 = q · pi = q · pj = 0

amplitude becomes a meromorphic function A(z)

only simple poles coming from propagators Pab(z)

original function is A(0)
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BCFW relations: factorization channels

Cauchy’s theorem

0 =

1

2πi

∫
dz

z
A(z) = A(0) +

∑
k

Res (A, zk)

zk

If A(z) vanishes for z →∞

A = A(0) = −
∑
k

Res (A, zk)

zk

Using Cauchy’s formula, we have finally as a result

A =
∑
k,s

A−skL (zk)
1

P2
k

Ask
R (zk)
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Effective field theories: overview

Usual steps:

Symmetry → Lagrangian → Amplitudes → physical quantities

(cross-section, masses,
decay constants, . . . )

In our works – opposite direction:

Amplitudes → physical quantities (→ Lagrangian → Symmetry)

Our aim: classification of interesting EFTs

works done in collaborations with Clifford Cheung, Jiri Novotny, Filip Preucil,

Chia-Hsien Shen, Mikhail Shifman, Jaroslav Trnka, Petr Vasko and Congkao

Wen

and recently started works with Christoph Bartsch and David Podivin
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Classification of EFTs: “soft-bootstrap”
“soft bootstrap” ⇒ Periodic table of scalar theories

�

⇢

0 1 2 3

1

2

3

0

P(X) DBI

NLSM

Gal
sGal

trivial soft 
behavior

forbidden

4

WZW

can be added

spin 1: Born-Infeld theory

mix of spins and power-counting

generalization of the Adler-zero

n.b. all massless!
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And now for something completely different:

BSM
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BSM

2012: the last piece of SM: Higgs boson
We are left with questions:

why is the SM the way it is?

amplitudes cannot say probably much → see e.g. Vasja’s talk
still, indirectly: simplifying complicated calculations

and is it the way it is?

test of scalar sector: future colliders (or updates)
we need to go beyond the massless limit
possible trick: going to high energy
connection of BI with SMEFT

how to incorporate graviton? (different question: BGR)

or massive higher-spin states
galileons relevant in cosmology
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Short overview of Amplitudes

NLSM: example where we can test many amplitude methods

amplitude methods: unique tools classification (among other things)

we can discover new and important theories

can be relevant in future studies of BSM

last but not least: BSM can stand for Beyond-Standard-Methods

Thank you!
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Amplitudes 2022
August 8–12, 2022
Prague, Czech Republic
Amplitudes 2022, the 14th in a series of annual meetings, brings together a community 
of researchers in this fast-growing field of theoretical physics, interested in both 
formal and practical aspects of scattering amplitudes, and wide range of applications 
from pure mathematics to collider and gravitational wave physics. 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1101193/

Local Organizers
• Karol Kampf (Charles University), Jaroslav Trnka (UC Davis)
• Christoph Bartsch, Branislav Jurčo, Jiří Novotný, Petr Vaško (Charles University Prague)
• Klaus Bering, Michal Pazderka (Masaryk University Brno)
• Renann Lipinski Jusinskas (Academy of Science Prague)

Scientific Advisory Committee
• Nima Arkani-Hamed (IAS Princeton)
• Zvi Bern (UCLA)
• Jacob Bourjaily (Penn State U.)
• Ruth Britto (Trinity College Dublin)
• Freddy Cachazo (Perimeter) 
• Clifford Cheung (Caltech)
• Lance Dixon (SLAC)
• Henriette Elvang (University of Michigan)
• Song He (CAS Beijing and Hangzhou)
• Johannes Henn (Max Planck Inst., Munich)
• David Kosower (IPhT, Saclay)
• Michèle Levi (Queen Mary University of London)
• Lionel Mason (Oxford University)
• Anastasia Volovich (Brown University)

International in-person conference with virtual support for those unable to attend.
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